**Why should I use Pipe Dreams?**

When you have a damaged area on a straight piece of PVC or on the PVC next to an elbow or tee, repairing that section can be time consuming and frustrating. Once the area has been cut out and removed, the area to replace is larger than the standard PVC fitting -- requiring more digging, additional PVC Pipe and more fittings to complete the repair.

Pipe Dream fittings are specifically designed for this situation. Because they are longer than the standard coupler, elbow or tee -- Pipe Dream is able to completely cover the damaged area without the need for additional parts or supplies.

**It’s truly a Pipe Dream come true!**

1. **Mark & Cut the Damaged area**
   - First End on
   - Cut to Marks
   - Damaged area

2. **Apply pipe cement to each pipe end & inside each end of the Pipe Dream Coupling**
   - Glue 4 Places

3. **Lift pipe & Slide Pipe Dream Coupling to the inside stop**

4. **Lower Pipe & Slide the Pipe Dream Coupling forward to the internal stop and twist Coupling 1/4 turn**

**Attention first time users:** Before applying PVC cement, it is recommended that the user go through all the steps above without PVC cement to check for proper cut and fit. Always follow manufacturer's recommendations for PVC cement.

---

**-- After applying PVC Cement assemble quickly!**